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ABSTRACT: Proteogenomics leverages information derived from proteomic data to improve genome annotations. Of particular interest are “novel” peptides that provide direct evidence of protein expression for genomic regions not previously annotated as protein-coding. We present a modular, automated data analysis pipeline aimed at detecting such “novel” peptides in proteomic data sets. This pipeline implements criteria developed by proteomics and genome annotation experts for high-stringency peptide identification and filtering. Our pipeline is based on the OpenMS computational framework; it incorporates multiple database search engines for peptide identification and applies a machine-learning approach (Percolator) to post-process search results. We describe several new and improved software tools that we developed to facilitate proteogenomic analyses that enhance the wealth of tools provided by OpenMS. We demonstrate the application of our pipeline to a human testis tissue data set previously acquired for the Chromosome-Centric Human Proteome Project, which led to the addition of five new gene annotations on the human reference genome.
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INTRODUCTION

Proteogenomics is an expanding field of inquiry at the intersection of proteomics and genomics that has been growing in line with the advance of the omics era. Studies in this field analyze proteomic data in search of direct evidence of protein expression for genomic regions in genomes. In the case of mass spectrometry (MS) data, of particular interest are peptides of “unexpected” origin, i.e., peptides that do not match to a known protein sequence, because these could point to previously unrecognized coding regions. However, for genomes that are already well-characterized (particularly the human genome), novel peptides represent needles in a haystack of peptides matching known proteins. The difficulty of finding them is exacerbated by the importance of avoiding false positive hits that could lead to spurious annotations.1

Several prerequisites are essential for a successful, high-quality proteogenomics endeavor: a suitable proteomics data set, a comprehensive database composed of both known and potential novel protein-coding sequences, and the collaboration of experts for manual genome annotation. Furthermore, a data analysis workflow is needed that reliably and sensitively identifies peptides and filters them according to rigorous criteria. Such a workflow should operate in a reproducible fashion and allow high-throughput processing to enable the analysis of large data sets.

We have recently reported the detection of novel proteins in the human genome based on stringent guidelines for the processing of proteomic MS data for genome annotation efforts.2 Here, we describe an automated processing pipeline based on these principles. Our pipeline is implemented using OpenMS 2.03 as an example of combining task-specific tools into a powerful data analysis workflow. The pipeline introduced here aims to identify novel peptides based on a suitable sequence database. However, due to the great flexibility inherent in the modular workflow approach, this “core” proteogenomics pipeline can be easily adapted to handle different requirements and extended to include additional functionality from the OpenMS toolbox, such as quantification or post-translational modification analysis.

Our approach achieves the goals of modularity, flexibility, and extensibility that are shared by many previously proposed workflows.4−7 Significantly, our pipeline directly implements the quality criteria that were developed in collaboration between proteomics experts and genome annotators and published previously.2 Furthermore, it benefits from the strengths of OpenMS as a mature, reliable platform with an active user and developer base. OpenMS offers high performance suitable for large-scale analyses, supports all major...
operating systems, and provides integration with various workflow managers. Unlike some alternatives, our pipeline does not generate an amino acid sequence database from genomic data because we prefer a manually curated database that incorporates a variety of sources for proteogenomics. Finally, our pipeline condenses the core of a proteogenomic analysis into a manageable workflow composed of 18 steps, significantly smaller and more straightforward than alternative proteogenomics workflows.

In addition to presenting the proteogenomics pipeline itself, we describe here the contributions that we made in this context to the code base of the OpenMS project and to MascotPercolator. Finally, we show the application of our pipeline to a relevant published data set, the human testis tissue data set acquired for the Chromosome-Centric Human Proteome Project (C-HPP).

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### Proteomics Data Set

To demonstrate the capabilities of our proteogenomics pipeline, we applied it to the human testis tissue data set published by Zhang and colleagues. We will refer to this as the “C-HPP testis” data set. The data set contains three biological replicates, each fractionated using two different protein separation methods (regular SDS-PAGE and tricine-SDS-PAGE), with six samples in total. Each sample gave rise to 28 (regular) and 22 (tricine) fractions, respectively, which were digested using trypsin and analyzed on an LTQ Orbitrap Velos (Thermo Scientific) mass spectrometer, acquiring fragment ion (MS2) spectra using CID activation. We downloaded the 150 RAW files from these liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) runs from the PRIDE repository accession PXD002179) and converted them to mzML format, extracting only the MS2 scans, using the “msconvert” program from the ProteoWizard software suite (version 3.0.8789). A single RAW file was renamed to fit the naming scheme of the remaining files (“CHPP_Testis_tricine_1010.raw” to “CHPP_TESTIS_Tricine_1010.raw”). Another file, “CHPP_SDS_3003.raw”, turned out to be corrupt, so we downloaded the corresponding MGF file from PRIDE and converted that to mzML. The mzML files were then used as inputs for our OpenMS pipeline.

#### Sequence Database

The amino acid sequence database against which fragment ion (MS2) spectra are matched is critical for comprehensive identification of peptides. A sequence database for use with our pipeline should consist of four parts: (1) known protein-coding sequences; (2) sequences of common contaminants; (3) prospective protein sequences currently unannotated or presumed noncoding that could potentially contain unrecognized coding regions (e.g., lncRNA transcripts, RNA-Seq models, predicted transcripts, etc.); and (4) decoy sequences. The four parts are concatenated into a single sequence database that is used for database searching of MS2 spectra; parts 1–3 are also used individually to filter the downstream search results. When analyzing data with the aim of finding “novel” peptides, we are interested in high-confidence matches to peptides that are in part 3 of the database but are not also in parts 1 or 2.

For the analysis of the C-HPP testis data, we used the sequence database from Wright et al. This database consists of human translated amino acid sequences from the following sources. For part 1, it contains the translated CDS from GENCODE v20 and the UniProt reference proteome. For part 2, it contains the collection of common contaminant proteins from the Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry, together with sequences of the major histocompatibility complex from the IPD-IMGT/HLA database. For part 3, it contains noncoding sequences from GENCODE v20 (pseudogenes, lncRNA, 5’ UTR), gene predictions from AUGUSTUS, pseudogene predictions from Pseudogene.org, and three-frame translated transcripts from three different large-scale RNA-Seq experiments. For part 4, it contains randomized decay sequences generated from parts 1–3 using the Mimic software. To simplify dealing with the isobaric amino acids leucine and isoleucine, all occurrences of “T” in the sequences were replaced by “L”. In total, the database contains 8,406,627 entries; the FASTA file takes up 1.1 GB of memory (including accessions).

#### Software

Our data analysis pipeline leverages many existing software tools. We used TOPP tools from the OpenMS framework (version 2.0.1; http://openms.org) for most data-processing steps, although in some areas we extended the functionality offered by OpenMS (see below). Importantly, OpenMS provides an easy-to-use graphical interface for designing and running TOPP-based data analysis workflows, called TOPPAS. It also offers a mechanism for wrapping non-TOPP command line applications so that they can be included in TOPPAS workflows (“GenericWrapper”).

Central to any proteomics analysis pipeline is the identification of peptides from the MS2 spectra, for which we used the database search engines Mascot (version 2.5.1, Matrix Science) and MS-GF+ (version 10089). The following parameters were used with both engines: 10 ppm precursor mass tolerance, 0.5 Da fragment mass tolerance; trypsin cleavage with full specificity, allowing two missed cleavages; fixed modification: carbamidomethylation of cysteine; variable modifications: oxidation of methionine, deamidation of asparagine and glutamine, N-terminal acetylation, and conversion to pyrogulamic acid of N-terminal glutamine and glutamic acid.

We applied Percolator (revision “273f55” from https://github.com/percolator/percolator) for statistical evaluation and rescoring of the search results (in the Mascot case via an adapted MascotPercolator, version 2.16; http://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/tools/mascotpercolator). To summarize the results of our pipeline and visualize the data, we used the R software environment for statistical computing (version 3.1.2).

#### RESULTS

#### Software Contributions

We were able to rely on existing applications for the construction of our proteogenomic pipeline and for many of the data processing tasks; however, for several tasks, we developed new tools or refined and extended existing ones. We added wrappers for the search engine MS-GF+ and for the postprocessing tool Percolator to OpenMS. In addition, we adapted several existing TOPP tools and underlying OpenMS library classes, tailoring them for use in an integrated pipeline and for the needs of proteogenomic data analysis. We not only added missing functionality but in several cases also improved
the quality (and thus reliability and maintainability) of the source code.

**Adapter for the MS-GF+ Search Engine.** OpenMS includes TOPP tools that serve as adapters to several widely used database search engines (e.g., Mascot, OMSSA, and X! Tandem). We developed a TOPP tool that wraps the newer search engine MS-GF+ called MSGFPlusAdapter. The adapter takes as input the location of the MS-GF+ Java package, a spectral data file (mzML), a sequence database file (FASTA), and a number of search parameters, including lists of desired fixed and variable modifications. It creates a temporary file containing the user-defined modifications in the format required by MS-GF+. A Java process runs the MS-GF+ program, supplying search parameters and input files. MS-GF+ performs the search and writes results into an mzIdentML file. Because OpenMS internally still uses its own format, idXML, for peptide and protein identification (ID) data, the adapter can optionally convert the mzIdentML file to idXML once the search is complete. This conversion was initially implemented via an intermediary step in which a tabular text file is generated from the mzIdentML file using a function of MS-GF+. Information from this file is then used to fill internal data structures and, from there, written out to idXML. Support for the mzIdentML format in OpenMS has improved in the meantime, so it is now also possible to convert the mzIdentML file to idXML directly. Irrespective of the method used for the conversion, the adapter needs to look up retention time (RT) values for peptide IDs in the spectral data. This information is missing from the mzIdentML file generated by MS-GF+, but it is vital for many downstream applications and analyses in OpenMS. To support this, we developed two related classes for the OpenMS C++ library, SpectrumLookup and SpectrumMetaDataLookup, to handle the recurring task of looking up spectra and their associated information based on different kinds of spectral references (e.g., scan numbers). These classes have now been broadly adopted in OpenMS.

**Percolator Wrappers.** Percolator is a tool for postprocessing peptide–peptide matches (PSMs) from sequence database searches of LC–MS/MS data. It can improve the number of confident PSMs recovered from the data by applying a semisupervised machine learning approach to distinguish correct from incorrect PSMs. Percolator also calculates statistically meaningful scores for PSMs, i.e., q values (a measure of the false discovery rate, FDR) and posterior error probabilities (PEP). To run Percolator on MS-GF+ search results, we created two wrappers using the GenericWrapper mechanism provided by OpenMS: one for the "msgf2pin" program packaged with Percolator, which converts mzIdentML files generated by MS-GF+ to Percolator’s input format, and one for the Percolator executable itself.

In addition, we implemented a parser for the output files produced by Percolator. Percolator can generate results on the levels of PSMs, peptides, or proteins. We implemented support for PSM-level output in the C++ class PercolatorOutfile. Our changes enable the reading of the corresponding Percolator result files and their conversion to idXML using the TOPP tool IDFileConverter. Internally, the class SpectrumMetaDataLookup is used to annotate peptide IDs with RT values from original spectra.

**MascotPercolator.** For applying Percolator to Mascot search results, the program MascotPercolator provides a convenient solution that operates directly on the “raw” Mascot search results (.dat files). We adapted MascotPercolator to make it interoperable with OpenMS. To this end, we added the ability to read an idXML file produced by the Mascot search adapter (MascotAdapterOnline) and to extract the ID number of the Mascot search, which MascotPercolator uses to find the corresponding .dat file and perform its analysis. We also modified the format of the input file submitted by MascotPercolator to Percolator itself to ensure that the output would be fully compatible with OpenMS. Specifically, this meant (a) adding annotations of post-translational modifications to the peptide sequences and (b) generating ID strings for the PSMs in a format that would facilitate the lookup of meta information such as retention times, precursor mass-to-charge values, and charge states. With these changes, MascotPercolator could be wrapped using the GenericWrapper approach and thus integrated into our analysis pipeline.

**Changes to Existing OpenMS Tools.** MascotAdapterOnline is the TOPP tool that facilitates running a database search on a remote Mascot server. We contributed a small usability improvement to this adapter by using the name of the input spectra file (mzML) to set the title of the Mascot search, which makes it easier to identify search runs submitted by OpenMS in the Mascot search log. In addition, we made adaptations geared toward interfacing MascotAdapterOnline with MascotPercolator. First, MascotPercolator relies on the Mascot search number to find the .dat file to process, so this number needed to be extracted from the Mascot server’s response to a search query and written to the output file as a metadata entry. Second, because MascotPercolator operates directly on the Mascot .dat file, we do not need to retrieve the search results from MascotAdapterOnline. We thus added a flag to the adapter that allows us to skip the lengthy export process of the search results and to write an essentially empty idXML file containing only the Mascot search number.

**ConsensusID.** Analyzing a sufficiently large set of MS2 spectra with different peptide and protein identification (ID) engines, including database search engines, generally gives partially different, often complementary results. To take advantage of this, OpenMS provides the ConsensusID tool, which combines search results on the PSM level from different ID engines. Given ranked lists of PSMs produced by different engines, several algorithms are available to merge and rescoring PSMs derived from the same spectrum: similarity scoring based on sequence or fragmentation pattern similarity, ranked voting, or simply using the average or the best score for each peptide. There were, however, problems with the implementations of these algorithms; hence, we rewrote large parts of them, refactored the code into a class hierarchy, and increased the test coverage. These improvements made it easy for us to add new features to ConsensusID. First, a filter allowing the user to specify a minimum fraction of the involved ID engines (e.g., “two out of three”) that must have identified a peptide. Second, a new conservative rescoring algorithm, which assigns to each peptide hit the worst score that it has received from any of the ID engines.

**IDFilter.** The IDFilter TOPP tool offers a plethora of options for filtering peptide and protein identification data. We added some additional options to complete our proteogenomics pipeline. In preparation for that, we refactored the ID filtering code in the OpenMS library to provide a more-consistent interface, more-descriptive function names, and a cleaner, often more-efficient implementation based on functional program-
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the OpenMS proteogenomics workflow. Based on a comprehensive sequence database, tandem mass spectra from large proteomic data sets are searched in a competitive target–decoy approach using two search engines, Mascot and MS-GF+. The search results are rescored using Percolator and filtered in multiple stages according to stringent quality criteria. During this process, starting from a large number of spectra and initial PSMs, the set of retained PSMs is refined further and further until in the end, only high-confidence PSMs from novel peptides remain. These are exported and passed on to genome annotators. In a manual review process, novel peptides and other sources of evidence are integrated, in some cases yielding new insights in the form of novel genome annotations.

Peptidex. To update the protein references for a set of peptide IDs, the TOPP tool Peptidex can be used. Given an idXML file with peptide IDs and a FASTA file containing amino acid sequences, Peptidex matches the peptide sequences to the database sequences and annotates the peptides with corresponding accessions. Typically, this indexing works in two passes. First, exact string matching using the Aho–Corasick algorithm is used to quickly find matches for the majority of peptides. Second, if any peptides remain unmatched, an error-tolerant search using suffix arrays is performed. This step can recover matches to database sequences that contain ambiguity codes for sets of amino acids (“B”: D or N; “Z”: E or Q; and “X”: any), but it may take a long time depending on the number of sequences involved. In our proteogenomics pipeline, we index identified peptides against parts of the full sequence database, in which case we expect that some peptides will not match. We had to make a small change to the Peptidex code to be able to skip the error-tolerant search in these cases, which allowed us to reduce the runtime of the pipeline by several hours per input file.

Additional Tools Not Used in the “Core” Pipeline. MzMLSplitter. There are limits to the size of raw data files suitable for use in our pipeline. On the lower end, they should contain at least several thousand PSMs to allow reliable Percolator training. On the higher end, input files for MascotAdapterOnline should not be much larger than 1 GB. Small raw files can be merged into larger files using the TOPP tool FileMerger; we added a utility called MzMLSplitter for the opposite operation: splitting a large mzML file into multiple equally sized parts. In practice, when dealing with a set of raw data files of widely varying sizes from a fractionation experiment, a useful approach may be to merge all files from one sample using FileMerger and then split the result into manageable 1 GB parts using MzMLSplitter.

IDScoreSwitcher. One important limitation of the idXML format that OpenMS uses to store peptide and protein identification data is that only one primary score statistic can be associated with each peptide or protein hit. Secondary scores can be stored as metadata, but only the primary score is used for ranking and filtering PSMs. Usually only one final, meaningful score for peptides or proteins is required. An exception to this is Percolator, which calculates FDRs (q values) and PEPs, which can be used in conjunction for filtering, e.g., using the common cutoff combination of 1% FDR.
and 5% PEP. To better support multiple peptide and protein scores in OpenMS, we added a tool called IDScoreSwitcher, which facilitates switching between secondary scores and the primary score. Filtering by two different score types is possible by running IDFilter twice, applying IDScoreSwitcher between the filters.

FidoAdapter. Fido is a protein inference engine that uses a Bayesian probabilistic model to group and score proteins based on PSMs. It is freely available under an open-source license. Because OpenMS was lacking a protein inference tool, we decided to add support for Fido via an adapter. To this end, the Fido source code was adapted to work on all platforms that OpenMS supports; the patched version is available on GitHub (https://github.com/hendrikweisser/Fido). The OpenMS adapter we developed, FidoAdapter, receives peptide identification results in idXML format as input. The scores of the peptide hits must be probabilities and the referenced protein hits must be annotated with target and decoy information. This enables the adapter to generate suitable input files for Fido.

These files, together with any user-specified parameters, are used to run the Fido executable (typically “FidoChooseParameter”, which includes parameter optimization). The adapter parses the Fido output file containing inferred protein groups and their posterior probabilities, adding the results to the original ID data. The result can be used, for example, as an auxiliary input for the ProteinQuantifier TOPP tool, enabling quantification of protein groups.

Proteogenomics Pipeline

Integrating existing software with tools that we adapted or developed specifically for this purpose, we have designed a pipeline for proteogenomic data analysis. An overview of our approach is shown in Figure 1. The goal of our pipeline is to confidently identify potential “novel” peptides in LC–MS/MS data. Based on conclusions from previous work, we define the following list of criteria for peptides and for the PSMs from which they are derived to be designated as “novel”. (1) The peptide must be 7–30 amino acids long. (2) It must be fully tryptic, with no more than two missed cleavages. (3) It must be
identified (a) as the joint top hit of two different search engines, (b) with a PEP of 1% or better in both search engine results, and (c) without any deamidation modifications. (4) The peptide must not match to a contaminant and must differ by more than two amino acids from any known protein (to exclude potential matches to known genes with variants and mutations).

Figure 2 shows the TOPPAS workflow for our pipeline, which is available at http://openms.org/workflow/proteogenomics. The pipeline works in several stages, which we describe in more detail below: (1) database searching of MS2 spectra; (2) rescoring of search results; (3) filtering on the PSM level; (4) filtering on the protein level; and (5) export of results. Important parameters of the pipeline are listed in Table S1.

Stage 1: Database Searching of MS2 Spectra. At the start of the pipeline, MS2 spectra from experimental data, stored in mzML files, are searched against a combined sequence database in a competitive target–decoy approach. A pair of search engines is used for this purpose, Mascot and MS-GF+, which we chose because of their good performance, especially in combination with Percolator. Including additional search engines in the pipeline would not be difficult; in particular, both an OpenMS adapter and a Percolator converter already exist for X! Tandem.5 Input spectra may have to be centroided, as is required by MS-GF+; for high-resolution spectra in profile mode, centroiding can be performed using the TOPP tool PeakPickerHiRes. The results of this stage are peptide–spectrum matches with associated scores, produced by each search engine.

Stage 2: Rescoring of Search Results. The second stage applies Percolator to the PSMs from stage 1 to enrich for correct matches and obtain statistically meaningful scores for filtering in the next stage. Percolator outputs are converted to the idXML format using IDFilerConverter. In the MS-GF+ branch, the corresponding spectral data files are required to associate retention time and precursor mass-to-charge values to PSMs. In the Mascot branch, this is not necessary, as these values are included in the ID column in the Percolator output.

Note that Percolator produces separate outputs for target and decoy PSMs. In the present pipeline, only target hits are utilized. However, to enable the calculation of overall false discovery rates, decoy hits could be retrieved via the “ETool:out_decoy” parameters of the GenericWrapper (Percolator/MascotPercolator) nodes, converted with IDFilerConverter and merged with the target hits.

Stage 3: Filtering on the PSM Level. In this stage, the rescored PSMs from Mascot and MS-GF+ are merged and filtered according to our stringent criteria. Using the IDFiler tool, PSMs are filtered by peptide sequence length (7–30 amino acids), PEP score (0.01 or better), and modifications (no deamidation). Deamidated PSMs are removed because they have previously been found to be overrepresented among potentially novel peptides6 and are hence considered unreliable. Finally, the ConsensusID tool is applied to group Mascot and MS-GF+ search hits pertaining to the same spectrum and to filter all cases in which the two search engines did not arrive at the same significant top hit.

Stage 4: Filtering on the Protein Level. During stage 4, PSMs are further filtered based on which proteins (or, more correctly, which entries in the sequence database) match their peptide sequences. The PeptideIndexer tool is repeatedly applied to find matches in each part of the database, followed by IDFiler to remove matching peptides. Initially, all peptides matching contaminant (including HLA) sequences are discarded. Next peptides matching known proteins are removed, allowing up to two amino acid differences in a peptide–protein match to account for possible unknown variants in the proteins of the biological sample. Because this step involves a large part of the sequence database and the required approximate matching is computationally expensive, it proceeds in two phases. First, exact matches are found between the peptide and protein sequences, and corresponding peptides are removed. This is relatively fast and excludes the vast majority of identified peptides from further consideration. Second, an approximate search is performed for the remaining peptides, removing any additional matches. The resultant peptide hits match only to the “presumed noncoding” part of the sequence database. To ascertain to which sequences they match, PeptideIndexer is used again, this time indexing against the “presumed noncoding” part of the database. (If decoy hits were included in the analysis, they could be removed using IDFiler.)

Stage 5: Export of Results. At this point in the pipeline, the PSMs of potentially novel peptides, annotated with accessions from the sequence database, are available in idXML format (one file per input mzML file). The final step of the pipeline applies the TextExporter tool to convert the idXML files into tabular text files (.csv) for further analysis in external tools. It is also possible to convert the idXML files from any stage of the pipeline into theHUPO PSI standard formats mzIdentML33 and mzTab34 using the TOPP tools IDFilerConverter and MzTabExporter, respectively.

Testis Data Analysis

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proteogenomics pipeline on the analysis of the human testis data set generated for the Chromosome-Centric Human Proteome Project by the Liu lab (“C-HPP testis data set”).10 The original analysis of this data by Zhang et al. had focused on the detection of “missing proteins”, i.e., known protein-coding genes for which no direct protein evidence had yet been found. In contrast, our analysis focuses on a disjoint set of protein evidence, “novel” peptides that uniquely map to genomic regions not previously known to be protein-coding genes. To find such peptides, we converted the 150 RAW files containing the LC–MS/MS data to mzML format and used the mzML files as inputs for the TOPPAS workflow shown in Figure 2. The resulting data is available from the PRIDE repository under accession PXD004785.

Runtime Considerations. In practice, we did not run the complete workflow at once but rather performed the Mascot and MS-GF+ searches as separate steps, independent of each other. This was done for efficiency reasons, as the performance characteristics of the two search engines differ. On the C-HPP testis data set, MascotAdapterOnline took between 6 and 32 min (an average of 21 min) per file to run Mascot searches. MSGFPlusAdapter took between 1 and 3 h (an average of 2 h) per file for MS-GF+ searches using four parallel threads. However, the number of Mascot searches that can be run in parallel is limited by the number of Mascot licenses (there is no comparable limit for MS-GF+ searches, provided that adequate computational resources are available). After the database searches, the runtime of the remaining pipeline was between 6 and 18 min per file (an average of 11 min) in our analysis.

Data Processing Summary. A summary of the analysis is presented in Figure 3, which shows the numbers of peptide—
We present an automated pipeline for proteogenomic data analysis that is implemented within the OpenMS framework for computational mass spectrometry. This pipeline is largely based on existing software (OpenMS, Mascot, MS-GF+, and Percolator) but also benefits from custom extensions and new tools, developed in the context of this project. The aim of our pipeline, given LC−MS/MS data and a suitable sequence database, is to confidently identify peptides that can inform novel genome annotations. We have applied this approach to a relevant data set, the human testis tissue data set generated for the Chromosome-Centric Human Proteome Project. On the basis of 4.2 million MS2 spectra from 150 LC−MS/MS runs, we identified 35 “novel” peptides as candidates for genome

Novel Peptides. We identified 47 potential novel peptides in the C-HPP testis data based on a final set of 210 PSMs generated by our analysis pipeline. We re-evaluated these peptides against an updated, more-comprehensive database of known human proteins composed of RefSeq, neXtProt, GENCODE v22, and UniProt sequences, using the PeptideIndexer and IDFilter combination from the pipeline and again allowing up to two amino acid mismatches. This removed a further 12 peptides. Spectra for the remaining 35 peptides were manually inspected, and then these peptides were passed on to the manual genome annotators from the GENCODE project. Table S1 lists the 35 peptides together with the outcomes of the manual annotation process. Importantly, eight peptides were used as a source of evidence (together with RNA expression, sequence conservation, gene structure, and other orthogonal evidence) to annotate five new protein-coding genes. These annotations are publicly available in the VEGA database and will be incorporated into the next release of the GENCODE gene set. One example is shown in Figure 4. A further 22 peptides were mapped to seven loci that were only recently annotated as new genes that would otherwise have counted as novel annotations as well. All of these loci were found to be expressed in testis tissue in the previous study.

Known Proteins. As a proof of concept, we carried out protein inference using Fido (via FidoAdapter) on the set of 880 000 noncontaminant consensus PSMs from the whole data set. Filtering for known proteins resulted in 8679 inferred protein groups. This number is roughly in line with the total of 9597 proteins reported by Zhang et al. in their original analysis, given that our filtering criteria for PSMs and proteins were more stringent than theirs, as required for the reliable identification of novel peptides. Using the same data, we performed spectral counting on the peptide level with OpenMS’ ProteinQuantiﬁer and mapped the peptides to the genome. Further analysis of the known proteins and their expressed peptides is beyond the scope of this study, but we are making our results available in a Track Hub, suitable for visualization in genome browsers, at http://ngs.sanger.ac.uk/production/proteogenomics/WTSI_proteomics_CHP_testis/hub.txt. As an example, our Track Hub can be displayed in the UCSC genome browser, showing tracks for peptides in known proteins, novel peptides, and post-translationally modified peptides, via http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTracks?db=hg38&hubUrl=http://ngs.sanger.ac.uk/production/proteogenomics/WTSI_proteomics_CHP_testis/hub.txt.

DISCUSSION

We present an automated pipeline for proteogenomic data analysis that is implemented within the OpenMS framework for computational mass spectrometry. This pipeline is largely based on existing software (OpenMS, Mascot, MS-GF+, and Percolator) but also benefits from custom extensions and new tools, developed in the context of this project. The aim of our pipeline, given LC−MS/MS data and a suitable sequence database, is to confidently identify peptides that can inform novel genome annotations. We have applied this approach to a relevant data set, the human testis tissue data set generated for the Chromosome-Centric Human Proteome Project. On the basis of 4.2 million MS2 spectra from 150 LC−MS/MS runs, we identified 35 “novel” peptides as candidates for genome
A total of eight of these peptides led to the annotation of five new protein-coding genes for the GENCODE gene set, and a further 12 peptides matched five very recent novel annotations. The fact that our set of results was so highly enriched in peptides that gave rise to new genome annotations demonstrates the efficacy of our approach.

Implementing our pipeline within the OpenMS framework not only allowed us to conveniently reuse a large set of existing computational proteomics algorithms for our purposes but also conferred a great amount of flexibility for adapting or extending the pipeline to address different research questions. For example, we have focused on the detection of “novel” peptides in this study, thereby excluding 99.9% of our confident peptide IDs from consideration. For a different research objective, such as comparing tissue proteomes, it would be straightforward to adapt our pipeline to focus on these 99.9% of PSMs instead. As we have demonstrated briefly, protein inference can be carried out using Fido via FidoAdapter. One of several available feature detection algorithms, together with the IDMapper and ProteinQuantiﬁer tools, can add label-free quantification, but it can only assign peptides to spectra if similar spectra have been identiﬁed previously. Finally, approaches for identifying cofragmented peptides from “chimeric” spectra may boost identiﬁcation rates, but it is questionable whether PSMs of novel peptides involving chimeric spectra would pass manual validation.

Currently, the mapping of peptides to the genome is part of the manual annotation process, which is based on the inclusion of genomic coordinates in the accessions of the sequence database entries. A recently developed tool that performs the genome mapping could be integrated into our pipeline in the future (Schlaﬁnger et al., manuscript in preparation). Moreover, the availability of paired sequencing data for proteomic samples would make it possible to create custom databases containing the exact sequence variants present in each sample; this would allow the further simpliﬁcation of the ﬁltering pipeline and increase its sensitivity by obviating the need for an approximate matching step.

To date, we have processed data sets composed of over 55 million MS2 spectra with OpenMS-based proteogenomics workflows, demonstrating the scalability and robustness of our pipeline. Even on the most highly curated genome, this has resulted in over 40 new protein-coding gene annotations for the GENCODE human reference. We anticipate that this pipeline will be particularly useful for the analysis of personalized proteomes and integration with other omics technologies.
Main parameters of the proteogenomics pipeline. (XLSX)
Novel peptides identified in the C-HPP testis data set using our proteogenomics pipeline. (XLSX)
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